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Preface
This Memoir presents an integrated interpretation of the Callovian
through Tithonian history of the Arabian Intrashelf Basin, a single
rimmed intrashelf basin extending from northeastern Saudi Arabia
to Oman, from the Saudi Arabia Jurassic outcrops in the west to offshore Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Qatar and Abu Dhabi. Because knowledge of the intrashelf basin evolved from work which began in the
1930s in different countries and companies, stratigraphic nomenclature, age dating and other interpretations differ across the intrashelf
basin region. This Memoir reviews and re-evaluates these varied
interpretations, to reconcile differences and provide a comprehensive
geological scenario for the evolution of the intrashelf basin.
Some of the interpretations in this Memoir are presented as strong
conclusions, others as hypotheses that need further evaluation. Data in
the Arabian Peninsula are closely held by the various countries and
companies. The interpretations in this Memoir are conﬁned to those
which can be speciﬁcally referenced and supported by published
data. Fortunately, sufﬁcient published data are available to support a
comprehensive regional interpretation. The chapters in this Memoir
are subdivided into standalone geologic topics, instead of each
chapter being focused geographically on a particular portion of the
Arabian Intrashelf Basin.
Impetus for this Memoir began when I, with no prior knowledge of
Middle East geology, went to work for Aramco in Dhahran in 1973,
and had the good fortune to be assigned to work with a Chevron
research geochemist on a major project to deﬁne source rocks in the
Aramco areas for the ﬁrst time. This project spanned four years and
identiﬁed the late Callovian–early Oxfordian carbonate source rocks
as the principal source of the Saudi Arabia Jurassic oils. The
mapping of the extent of these source rocks deﬁned the intrashelf
basin within the main Aramco area. Petrographic study of core and
thin sections from the source rock showed its unique character.
After choosing to leave Aramco in 1981 and become an independent
consultant, I carried away more questions than answers. There was a
basic understanding of the intrashelf basin depositional geometry, but
many questions remained regarding its regional extent, the origin of
the organic matter and the unique character of the source rock, and
the controlling factors of the Late Jurassic carbonate evaporite intervals, among others.
Later, a consulting project in another area on wells extending from
within the intrashelf basin to the basin rim showed the basic intrashelf
basin geometry. Three main sequences (Tuwaiq, Hanifa and Jubaila

Arab-D) in the most updip setting were almost entirely in shallow
water facies, prograding and thinning basinward. That project
helped to explain the nature and trend of the basin rim, and the transitions into the basin.
A series of multi-client projects covering Iraq and Syria studying
the many thousands of thin sections in the Iraq Petroleum Company
(IPC) Middle East Archive at the University of Reading showed
how very different the Jurassic in the Gotnia-Mesopotamian Basin
is from the Jurassic in the Arabian Intrashelf Basin, even though the
two are only separated by the shallow water facies of the 100 km
wide Rimthan Arch. (These projects were in partnership with PGA,
Ltd. (www.pgal.co.uk) and the University of Reading, working with
colleagues Grenville Lunn, John Scott, Mick Storey and Professor
Bruce Sellwood.)
Still other projects outside the Middle East: in the Williston Basin,
Gulf of Mexico rim, East Texas Basin, Sunniland, offshore West
Africa, and many others showed, by comparison, how unique the
Arabian Intrashelf Basin history was, in its origin, its source rock
interval, its sequence inﬁll, and its culmination in the Arab-Hith carbonate reservoirs and regional anhydrite seals.
My efforts to put together a comprehensive interpretation of the
Arabian Intrashelf Basin began with preparation for seminars on the
geology of the Eastern Arabian Peninsula in cooperation with
former Aramco Chief Geologist Folke Johansson’s Arabian Gulf
Exploration Consultants. Interaction with participants, responding to
questions raised and challenges made to the ideas presented, helped
identify aspects that needed to be delved into more deeply. Conversations with Shaun Perkins at Conoco led to obtaining funding to
prepare a summary, with assistance from their librarian in acquiring
a comprehensive set of papers on the region. That summary led to
further seminars and consulting for various companies, where often
still more questions were raised, all of which contributed to reﬁning
this regional synthesis.
Another pastime, sailing and making offshore passages including
transatlantic required learning more about oceanic weather, global
wind patterns, and climatic belts. Seeing variation in oceanic
weather ﬁrst-hand led to questioning what were the palaeolatitudes
during the evolution of the Arabian Intrashelf Basin and how that
impacted its evolution. The conclusion is that palaeolatitudes, palaeowind directions and strength were all important factors, which are
incorporated into these interpretations.
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